
   

                                                                                            

Annexure-5 

 

 TOWER FOUNDATION/FOOTING LAND /TREE / CROP COMPENSATION PROCESS 

OTHER THAN FOREST LAND COMPENSATION 

 

  

As per the statutory requirements (IS-5613, Part 3, 1989) all the trees and bushes, including 

saplings coming in the ROW limit i.e. clearance belt of transmission lines must be cut and removed. 

The procedure for clearing of trees and crops is as illustrated below. 

 

As per the provisions of Indian Telegraph Act1885 Part III Section 10 (b) which  prohibits 

acquisition of any rights other than that of use only, land for tower and right of way is not acquired 

and agricultural activities are allowed to continue. However, as per clause 10 (d) of same act 

stipulates that the user agency shall pay full compensation to all interested for any damages 

sustained during the execution of said work. Accordingly, MSPCL pays compensation to land 

owners towards damages if any to trees or crop during implementation of transmission project as 

well as during Operation and maintenance phase. The procedure followed for such compensation is 

as follows: 

 

MSPCL follows the principle of avoidance, minimization and mitigation in the construction of line 

in agricultural field having crop due to inherent flexibility in phasing the construction activity and 

tries to defer construction in cropped area to facilitate crop harvesting. However, if it is unavoidable 

and is likely to affect project schedule, compensation is given at market rate for standing crops. All 

efforts are also taken to minimize the crop damage to the extent possible in such cases. As regards 

trees coming in the Right of Way (ROW) following procedure is adopted for enumeration: 

 

All the trees which are coming within the clearance belt of ROW on either side of the center line are 

identified and marked/numbered from one AP (Affected Person) to the other and documented. 

Type, Girth (Measured 1 m. above ground level), approximate height o the tree is also noted for 

each tree. Trees belonging to Govt., Forest, Highways and other local bodies may be separately 

noted down or timely follow up with the concerned authorities for inspection and removal. Guava, 

Lemon and other hybrid trees which are not of tall growing nature are not marked for cutting since 

these trees can be crossed using standard tower extensions if required.    

 

A notice under Indian Telegraph Act/Electricity Act, 2003 is served to the landowners informing 

that the proposed transmission line is being routed through the property of the individual concerned. 

The notice shall contain the particulars of the land, ownership details and the details of the 

trees/crops inevitability likely to be damaged during the course of the construction of the proposed 

transmission line and acknowledgement received from land owner.  A copy of said  notice is 

further issued to the Revenue Officer, who has been authorized by the Manipur Govt. for the 

purpose of assessment/valuation and disbursement of compensation to the affected parties. 

  



   

                                                                                            

The revenue officer shall further issue a notice of intimation to the concerned landowner and 

inspect the site to verify the documents related to the proof of ownership and a detailed Mouja list is 

prepared for the identified trees and crops inevitability damaged during the course of the 

construction.  For assessing the true value of timber yielding trees help of forest officials is taken 

and for fruit bearing trees help of Horticulture department is taken.  

 

The Mouja list shall contain the land owner details type of tree/crop, its present age, variety, 

yielding pattern etc. and the same is prepared at site in the presence of the land owner. These Mouja 

lists are further compiled and a random verification is conducted by the concerned District 

Collector or his authorized representative in order to ascertain the assessment carried out by the 

revenue office is genuine and correct. After this process the District collector issues a tree cutting 

permit to MSPCL to enable removal / damage to the standing tree/crop identified in the line 

corridor. 

 

Once the tree/crop is removed / damaged, MSPCL shall issue a tree cutting/crop damaged notice to 

the land owner with a copy to the Revenue Officer to process the compensation payment. Based on 

the above the compensation payment is generated by means of a computerized programme 

developed by the National Informatics Center exclusively for this purpose. The detailed Valuation 

statement thus generated using this programme is verified at various levels and approval of payment 

of compensation is accorded by the concerned District Collectors. 

 

On approval of compensation, the revenue officer shall further intimate the amount payable to the 

different landowners and MSPCL arranges the payment by way of Demand Draft to the affected 

parties. The payment is further disbursed at the local village office after due verification of the 

documents in presence of other witnesses.  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

                                                                                            

TOWER FOUNDATION/FOOTING LAND /TREE / CROP COMPENSATION PROCESS 

OTHER THAN FOREST LAND COMPENSATION 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

If the line passing through 
private cultivable/Jote 

land/areas. 

Detailed / Check Survey of final route alignment 

to fix the angle point and tower spotting 

Preparation of Mouja list by Revenue official at site in 

presence of landowner, MSPCL and two witnesses. 

Inspection/verification of plot by SDM/DC or his authorized 

representative to assess the plot being affected & its rate etc.  

Association of Horticulture/ 
Forest Deptt. for assessment 

of  value of timber and fruit 

bearing trees respectively. 

Grievance Procedure 

APs may represent if not 
satisfied with assessment 

to revenue to SDM/DC 

for revision/review.  

If he/she 

is still not 
satisfied, 

they may 

move to 

Court. 

 

Local 

Court 

Approval of valuation statement by SDM/DC 

either individual or group basis 

Issue of tree cutting permit, if any by DC 

Cutting of trees by MSPCL and issue of cutting 

certificate to land owner and revenue official by MSPCL 

Preparation of checklist and valuation 

statement by revenue official 

Input: Govt. /Local rate 

Despite land 

compensation 
if owner do 

not permit to 

carry civil 

work MSPCL  

moves to 

SDM/DC for 

acquisition of 

land 

Disbursement of compensation of 

Crops/trees/land to affected farmers/owner 

and acknowledgement 

 As per land document/Khaitan produced by Land owner, 

compensation notice served to land Owner with copies to 

SDM & Tahasildar of Sid-Mouja for verification 

Walk over / preliminary survey of route alignment 


